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Featured Articles II

East Japan Railway Company (JR East) to work 
on technology for rolling stock that travels on non-
electrified lines. It developed a hybrid drive system 
that combines an engine-generator and batteries(1), 
commercializing it for the KiHa E200 in 2007(2). 
Hitachi has also partnered with the Kyushu Railway 
Company (JR Kyushu) to work on technology that 

INTRODUCTION

LOOKING for ways to reduce the energy consumption 
and environmental impact of rolling stock, Hitachi, 
Ltd. has been working on developing drive systems 
powered by batteries. Hitachi’s first effort in this 
area started in 2001 when it collaborated with the 

OVERVIEW: Recently, progress is being made on the practical application 
of technologies for installing high-capacity lithium-ion batteries in rolling 
stock and using them for traction power. In particular, use of batteries in 
rolling stock that runs on non-electrified sections of track can save energy, 
minimize noise, and reduce maintenance requirements compared with 
conventional diesel railcars. Hitachi has successfully commercialized a 
battery-powered train that can run on non-electrified sections of track by 
using energy stored in batteries that are charged from the alternating current 
overhead lines, and delivered it as the JR Kyushu Series BEC819. For hybrid 
rolling stock that supply power using a diesel engine and batteries, Hitachi 
has also developed a function that enables them to operate as electric 
railcars by fitting them with low-capacity emergency batteries that can be 
used when the main batteries are unavailable. The hybrid rolling stock have 
been delivered as the JR East Series HB-E210 and Series HB-E300 trains 
(fleet expansion trains). In the future, Hitachi will continue to meet a wide 
range of customer needs by drawing on the experience it has accumulated in 
battery-based technologies through its work on trains powered by batteries.
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Item High output density High energy density

Model MA2a (Hitachi Automotive Systems, Ltd.) CH75-6 (Hitachi Chemical Company, Ltd.)

Configuration 48-cell series connection 6-cell series connection

Voltage/capacity 173 [V]/5.5 [Ah] 22.2 [V]/75 [Ah]

Energy density 46 [Wh/L] (100%) 102 [Wh/L] (221%)

Power density 865 [W/kg] (346%) 250 [W/kg] (100%)

Features

• Compatibility between battery output and capacity that 
provides rapid high-charge performance for regenerative 
power charging

• Thin module designed for onboard automotive use

• High energy density that enables compact, high-capacity 
system configurations

• Greatly reduced drop in output performance at low 
temperature (–20°C)

TABLE 1. Hitachi’s Lineup of Lithium-ion Battery Modules for Rolling Stock
Various types of lithium-ion batteries can be selected to create the optimum system for the application.
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enables travel on non-electrified lines using only 
batteries. This project resulted in the development of 
a battery-powered train that can run on non-electrified 
sections of track by using energy stored in batteries 
that are charged from the alternating current (AC) 
overhead lines(3), and was commercialized in the 
Series BEC819. Hitachi has been able to provide these 
railcars with highly reliable battery drive systems in a 
short time by selecting the optimum batteries for each 
application from among the automotive/industrial-
use lithium-ion batteries developed or released by the 
Hitachi Group.

This article presents an overview of the drive 
systems used in the battery-powered train charged 

from AC overhead lines and hybrid rolling stock 
described above, along with the future outlook for 
battery-based technologies.

RAILWAY BATTERY TECHNOLOGIES AND 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Table 1 shows the lineup of lithium-ion battery modules 
for rolling stock.
(1) High output-density battery module

Developed for hybrid vehicles, this battery module 
features a thin and compact modular design created for 
onboard use. Each hybrid train has been equipped with 
16 of these battery modules to absorb regenerative 
power.
(2) High energy-density battery module

Developed for industrial use, this battery module 
provides high storage capacity while ensuring 
constant charge/discharge output performance. Each 
battery-powered train with two cars charged from AC 
overhead lines has been equipped with 216 of these 
battery modules to ensure stable travel distances.

BATTERY-POWERED TRAIN CHARGED 
FROM AC OVERHEAD LINES

Overview
To provide a battery-powered system using high-
capacity batteries in rolling stock, Hitachi collaborated 
with JR Kyushu to develop a battery-powered train 
charged from AC overhead lines to support through 
service between electrified and non-electrified line 
sections. Without requiring an engine, the train’s 

Fig. 1—Series BEC819 Battery-powered Train Charged from 
AC Overhead Line.
High-capacity lithium-ion batteries (about 360 kWh output) are 
installed under the floor of the train.
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drive system not only has lower energy consumption 
and maintenance requirements compared with 
conventional diesel railcars, it also creates less noise, 
which improves the comfort of passengers and area 
residents. The system was installed in Series BEC819 
trains, which began service in October 2016. Fig. 1 
shows the exterior of the Series BEC819.

Overview of Main Circuit System
Fig. 2 shows the system’s main circuit configuration. 
The main circuit has been configured with the drive 
system batteries and auxiliary power supply connected 
to the DC stage of the main converter. When passing 
through a neutral section at low speed on an electrified 
line section, conventional AC trains may experience 
shutdowns of auxiliary equipment (such as onboard 
fluorescent lights and air-conditioning) due to 
instantaneous overhead line power interruptions. But 
this system can use energy from the battery to drive 
the auxiliary power supply, enabling uninterrupted 
operation of auxiliary equipment.

In terms of the operation of the rolling stock, power 
from the overhead line is used for acceleration in 
electrified line sections, just as with conventional AC 
trains. The batteries are charged by regenerative power 
when braking, and by power from the overhead line 
when coasting or stationary (see Fig. 3). The energy 
of the battery, which is charged from electrified line 
sections, is used to power the train on non-electrified 
line sections (see Fig. 4). The batteries are charged 
from regenerative power when braking (see Fig. 5).

Use of High Energy-density Battery Modules
This system uses high energy-density battery modules. 
The module consists of a battery bank containing 72 
batteries connected in series with a capacity of about 
120 kWh (1,598 V, 75 Ah), and three of these banks 
are used for a total capacity of about 360 kWh. The 
installation of high-capacity batteries enables the train 
to cover distances of 30 km or more on non-electrified 
line sections without charging. While lithium-ion 
batteries have the problem that low temperatures cause 
a rise in the internal resistance and a corresponding 
decline in output performance, the battery module 
used in the system greatly mitigates this decline in 
performance at a temperature of –20°C.

HYBRID TRAINS

Overview
As an adjunct to restoration work being done on the 
entire Senseki Line in Miyagi prefecture, including the 
section between Takagimachi and Rikuzen-Ono, which 
was shut down after the Great East Japan Earthquake, 
a new route called the Senseki-Tohoku Line was 
opened on May 30, 2015, to further assist recovery in 
the area. The Series HB-E210 hybrid train (see Fig. 6) 
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Fig. 3—Energy Flow on Electrified Line Sections (when 
Stationary or Coasting).
The AC power from the overhead line is converted to DC power 
by the traction controller, charging the batteries.
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Fig. 4—Energy Flow on Non-electrified Line Sections (during 
Powered Travel).
The power discharged from the batteries is converted to AC 
power by the traction controller, driving the motor.
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Fig. 5—Energy Flow on Non-electrified Line Sections (during 
Power Regeneration).
The motor is operated as a generator to obtain braking force, 
and the traction controller is used to convert the generated AC 
(regenerative) power to DC power to charge the batteries.
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was introduced to enable transfer-free through service 
between Sendai and Ishinomaki, connecting two lines 
directly with different types of electrification—the 
Tohoku Line (with AC electrification) and the Senseki 
Line (with DC electrification)(4).

Features of the Series HB-E210
Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the operation modes of 
three different hybrid train models.

For rapid service, the Series HB-E210 has an 
average station-to-station distance similar to that of 
the existing hybrid KiHa E200 (Koumi Line local 
service). For special rapid service, the average distance 
is similar to that of the Series HB-E300 (Resort 
Shirakami rapid service). But with the high scheduled 

Fig. 6—Series HB-E210 Train.
A new series was introduced to enable through services between 
DC and AC line sections.
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Fig. 7—Comparison of Hybrid Train Operation Modes.
Hybrid trains have average distances between station stops that 
are equivalent to those of conventional trains, but demand faster 
operation (high acceleration/deceleration performance).
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Fig. 8—Configuration of Series HB-E210 Drive System.
The basic configuration is the same as a conventional hybrid drive system, but emergency batteries have been added to improve 
redundancy.
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The emergency batteries use the same modules as 
the drive system batteries, ensuring interchangeability. 
The emergency battery module is configured as two 
batteries connected in series (rated capacity: 340 V, 
1.9 kWh), providing the power needed to start the 
engine. 

Fig. 9 illustrates the emergency batteries’ start, 
operation, and charge modes. 

The Series HB-E210 system was also used in the 
Series HB-E300 fleet expansion trains that were added 
to the Akita zone in 2016 (see Fig. 10).

OUTLOOK FOR BATTERY-POWERED DRIVE 
SYSTEMS

The drive system products proposed and commercialized 
to date have used high output-density or high energy-
density battery-powered drive systems, as the 
application required(5), (6).

Fig. 11 shows the approaches used in developing 
battery-powered drive system products.

speed of the Series HB-E210 (around 50 km/h), system 
redundancy for ensuring high acceleration/deceleration 
performance during equipment failures is important.

Conventional hybrid trains are configured with 
two drive system batteries to ensure redundancy. The 
Series HB-E210 improves redundancy by adding 
emergency storage batteries that start the engine and 
run in electric railcar mode when the drive system 
batteries are unavailable.

Emergency Batteries
Fig. 8 shows the equipment configuration. Conventional 
converter-driven cranking systems use power from 
the drive system batteries to energize the generator. 
The Series HB-E210 uses a diesel-electric multiple 
unit (DEMU) system to enable continuous operation 
without using the drive system batteries. In addition 
to the drive system batteries, it has emergency storage 
batteries that are used only for starting the engine-
generator, enabling cranking and generation control 
when the drive system batteries are unavailable.
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The battery contactor (emergency battery switch) is turned on, 
voltage is supplied to the DC equipment from the emergency 
batteries, and the generator is driven by the converter to crank the 
engine. Constant battery voltage control starts, and the battery 
contactor is turned off.

The system enters standby mode after the static inverter has been 
started using DC equipment constant-voltage control (680 V) and 
1 N engine power generation (up to 160 kW). Standby mode is used 
since power regeneration cuts occur when braking as well as when 
stationary or coasting.

The engine speed is adjusted according to the total power 
consumption of the inverter and auxiliary power supply. DC 
equipment constant voltage control (680 V) is used to balance the 
power consumption budget between converter generator power and 
the power consumption of the inverter and auxiliary power supply.

The charging operation is performed at the depot if the emergency 
batteries were used or the SOC has dropped. Unlike usual, voltage 
(340 V rating) is supplied to the DC equipment by the emergency 
batteries, and charging is done automatically when the SOC is not 
more than 55%.
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Fig. 9—Starting, Traveling, and Charging on Emergency Batteries.
The onboard emergency batteries enable operation as a diesel-electric multiple unit.

SOC: state of charge
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with the drive system presented above went into 
service in October 2016. As the first battery-powered 
train charged from AC overhead lines in Japan, the 
series operated on local line sections of track tens of 
kilometers long (connected to electrified main lines), 
verifying that they can provide continuous operation 
even without an overhead line. The product offers the 
performance of a high energy-density battery, and 
should be in high demand for service on the many 
line sections around the world that have the same 
characteristics.
(3) Regenerative power absorption systems

Hitachi has been developing regenerative power 
absorption systems for use in urban trains since 
2006. These drive systems draw on the rapid charge/
discharge capabilities of high output-density batteries 
to enable regenerative power absorption (regeneration 
cancelled prevention) on inactive line sections, 
provide overhead line power buffer functions such as 
supplementary power for powered travel, and enable 
power supply on third-rail line sections and depots 
(non-powered sections).

CONCLUSIONS

The products described in this article have enabled 
Hitachi to demonstrate the range of applications 
supported based on the characteristics of battery-
powered systems, and to refine technologies 
for mastering batteries and equipment lifespan 
management technologies.

There is growing interest in emergency train 
operation during overhead line power failures, service 
power supply, and rolling stock applications of storage 
battery technologies. Hitachi intends to continue 
drawing on its previous experience and accumulated 
storage battery technologies to work on developing 
drive systems that satisfy customers’ needs.
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(1) Hybrid drive systems
In addition to the Series HB-E210 presented in the 

previous chapter, Hitachi has also commercialized the 
Series KiHa E200 and Series HB-E300. High output-
density batteries with rapid charge and discharge 
capabilities are crucial for achieving regenerative 
power absorption when braking as well as the 
idling stop and start features of these systems. But 
for equipment that prioritizes efficient generator 
output, such as fuel cell systems, another approach 
is to configure the drive system to level the generator 
output, for example by relying on high energy-density 
batteries to bear the driving force as the rolling stock.
(2) Battery-powered drive systems

After first developing a test train with JR Kyushu 
starting in 2011, Series BEC819 trains equipped 

Fig. 10—Series HB-E300 Fleet Expansion Train (Buna Train).
A new fleet expansion train was provided for the Resort 
Shirakami rapid service.
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